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Abstract Monitoring and visualisation tools are currently attracting more and more attention in order to
understand how search spaces are explored by complex optimisation ecosystems such as parallel evolutionary algorithms based on island models. Multilevel
visualisation is actually a desirable feature for facilitating the monitoring of computationally expensive
runs involving several hundreds of computers during hours or even days. In this paper we present two
components of a future multilevel monitoring system:

MusEAc, a high level, audio monitoring allowing to
listen to a run and tune it in real time and GridVis,
a lower lever, more precise a posteriori visualisation
tool that lets the user understand why the algorithm
has performed well or bad.
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1 Introduction
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are often parallelized
using a simple and convenient scheme called an Island
Model [1, 2]. Instead of a single population that performs a global search on an unknown search space
(or landscape), a set of subpopulations is run independently in parallel on different cores/machines. This
scheme is another way to optimize the EvE compromise (Exploration vs Exploitation) possibly leading to
emergent behaviour [3] as:
–

–

It has been shown that having multiple subpopulations helps to preserve genetic diversity, since
each island can potentially follow a different trajectory through the search space [4].
Global search ability is maintained by periodically exchanging individuals between machines in
a process called migration.

Migration is therefore an important component of
islands models evolutionary algorithms, which is controlled by parameters, such as migration interval to
set the number of generations between two migrations, migration size to define the number of migrating
individuals. The island network topology plays an
important role as well, especially in heterogeneous
computing ecosystems. Having additional parameters
allows to better tune the algorithm and even more so
if the parameters can be tuned dynamically during the
run, when premature or insufficient convergence is
detected for instance [5, 6].
Analysing and monitoring algorithmic behaviour is
the approach that becomes more and more popular for
this purpose, as soon as it is able to provide infomation
in a condensed and easily interpretable way [7–9]. The
monitoring of evolutionary algorithms is now drawing more and more attention in the community (see
for instance the VizGec Workshop series at GECCO
conference1 ), and specialised visualisation tools are
distributed for various purpose (see Section 3.1).
This recent connection with the visualisation community has put the focus on various important research
issues, among which multilevel / multiscale visualisation [10]. This is particularly important when dealing
with software visualisation [11]. For the specific case
of Island based parallel evolutionary algorithms, providing multilevel viewpoints to the user is important,
1 http://www.vizgec.ex.ac.uk

to get an easy, rapid and global assesment of the current status of a run, while each time it is necessary,
having access to precise, detailed and low-level information for understanding the mechanisms that occur
during computations.
This paper presents two complementary components of a future multilevel monitoring system, specifically developed for island-based evolutionary algorithms: MusEAc, a live auditory monitoring approach
that is used during the run and GridVis, a visualisation
tool used after the run to visualise and analyze the run.
With MusEAc, information on run quality is given
to the user via a piece of known music played by a
group of independent islands in the same way as independent musicians in an orchestra contribute to the
overall global result. Depending on how each island is
performing, distortions appear on a global level that,
if they are too important or frequent, become noticeable by the user, therefore raising his attention on a
developing problem.
Because this information is given to the user in real
time and in a global way, he can immediately act and
tune run parameters in an attempt to counteract a perceived tendancy to be fought (premature or lack of
convergence, for instance). Using auditory information allows for a permanent monitoring of long runs
involving large numbers of machines, while attending
to other tasks such as reading mail or having lunch
or dinner as one simply needs to listen to the music
played by the group of islands to determine how well
the run is performing. With time, users are able to
detect particular trends depending on the type of heard
distortions, in the same way that mechanics can diagnose the source of a malfunction in an engine just by
listening to it.
GridVis, is an off-line a posteriori visualisation
tool, that displays informations collected during the
run by each island. Thanks to the EASEA language
[3, 12, 13], communication paths between machines
are collected during execution into log files local to
each machine, then grouped, and visualised after execution as a heatmap matrix. Various tools allow to
examine resulting data at different scales with respect
to groups of machines, time or fitness of the individuals being exchanged. Detailed views of the activity of
each machine (sending or receiving) are also available.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 presents MusEAc while Section 3 (starting with an overview of visualisation and monitoring
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challenges focussing on what is specific to parallel
evolutionary algorithms) presents GridVis for a complete set of tools allowing to monitor a run during and
after its execution. Section 4 then concludes this work
and discusses future research directions.

2 MusEAc : Harmony Based Audio Monitoring
Many visualisation tools provide post-mortem analysis of a run. On the contrary, live monitoring needs
are usually different and must focus on giving the
user a constant awareness of what is happening during the run, so that he can take countermeasures as
fast as possible if an undesirable situation develops.
Providing very precise visual information may not be
the most convenient solution, due to the well known
“user fatigue” issue: watching a computer screen for
40 hours is a very tedious task2 . A punctual event may
not be noticed if the user did not watch the correct
part of the screen at the precise time when the event
occurred. This can be problematic if the user needs to
monitor a run involving tens or hundreds of different
machines or islands.
The idea behind MusEAc is to convey run quality
through a sound (music) rather than a visual representation, because human vision and audition use
different “channels” that can be used simultaneously.
One can listen to music while concentrating on some
other visual tasks such as reading and answering to emails, or writing a journal paper. Even if the user is so
concentrated on his visual tasks that he makes abstraction of his sound environment, punctual sounds will
be registered and will raise the user’s attention even
if they are barely noticeable. Think of the very punctual and subtle albeit annoying noise of a dripping tap
and the comparable (but often less annoying) noise of
a ticking clock.
Because it is considered as normal, the noise of a
ticking clock will usually go unnoticed after a while
. . . until it stops (!) meaning that auditory neurons process sound in a very refined (and autonomous) way

2 This execution time of 40 hours is given as an example because
it is the time that was needed for an EASEA-CLOUD parallel
run on 20 machines to find a new zeolite structure published in
Science [14].
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and only alert the rest of the brain if necessary with
highly relevant information.
Medecine has understood the potential of sound
information since a very long time: stethoscopes have
been used to monitor heart and lungs condition for
decades. Medical practitioners (and bats) use ultrasonography to visualise internal body structures (or
their preys and surroundings) but sound environments are also regularly used in operating theaters,
for instance, for constant monitoring of the patient’s
vital functions [15]. Monitored heart beat is played
as a short beep that after a while, will be filtered
out by the auditory neurons of the surgeon unless the
rhythm suddenly changes, in which case the surgon
will immediately hear it again and check what is going
wrong with his patient. Synthetic sound environments
are used in urban environments [16], for monitoring
natural events such as nest predation [17], but also in
the industry, in plane cabin/cockpits to signal routine
information (fasten seatbelts) but also alarms (stall
horn). It consists in extracting and interpreting the
significant information out of a noisy environment.
This approach can be used on its own, or combined
with other monitoring channels such as video. Finally,
using sound to monitor or communicate with computers has been quite common both in sci-fi (think of R2D2 in Star Wars) but also since Apple’s MacOS system that started to use rich sounds in 1984 rather than
beeps, but strangely enough, it seems that not much
has been done for generic scientific experiment monitoring, and certainly not in monitoring computing
ecosystems possibly made of hundreds of cooperating
nodes.
Rather than using beeps or punctual sounds in order
to monitor a complex computational ecosystem running for many hours, MusEAc will play a music
piece selected by the user, in order to minimize user
fatigue. Anomalies during the run will be transcripted
as distortions in the played music.
2.1 Musicalisation and Audio Monitoring
Audio monitoring can actually take two forms: monitoring of audio events, or monitoring a system through
an audio channel.
A deeper expressivity of the monitoring signal can
be obtained by altering stand-alone sounds or complex
sound tracks. Sound alteration is based on techniques
such as pitch-scale as well as time-scale modifications
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[18] of the music tone [19, 20]. Further characteristics such as textures [21], which are defined as selfaltering musical sequences, could be used to extend
these approaches. Such processes could be particularly suitable transformation operators for monitoring
the progression of an EA.
However, noise is also very prone to generating
heavy user fatigue, such as biomedical devices sounds
[22]. Therefore, a careful choice of monitoring sound
type or music type should be made in order to positively enhance the long-term efficiency of the monitoring process. For instance, attitudes such as perseverance [23], attention, or resting and sleeping ability
[24] can be heavily impacted by the acoustic environment. The study of these aspects is beyond the scope
of this paper but qualitatively influences the choice of
sound types used for monitoring experiments in favour
of longer, quieter pieces.
2.2 MusEAc
A Musical Evolutionary Algorithm computational
(MusEAc) audio monitoring system must be able
to deliver a real time continous audio stream that
represents the state of a computation distributed on
a complex computational ecosystem (a Cloud, a Grid
or a less structured set of heterogeneous computers)
in a way that remains harmonious to the ear (to minimize fatigue) but nevertheless implement sufficient
complexity so as to allow the engineer to monitor and
diagnose the complex evolutionary computational
ecosystem.
The proposed solution in MusEAc is to alter an
existing music piece already known to the user,
encoded in a midi or audio (mp3, ogg, ...) format. The mechanism is based on an analogy with
an orchestra : each node (an island, or a group
of islands) plays the score but with small errors
related to its internal state. The error delta is directly
related to a quality or progress measurement of his
computations.
For example, if a midi file is used, instead of
playing the midi event note on 49 (which correspond to A 440), the value of the event is slightly
modified.
For audio formats for which no midi transcription
is available, distortions are added at a different level,
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by using standard digital signal processing filters such
as band-stop, chorus, echo, tremolo or flanger.
2.3 Collected Data for Musicalisation
Problem independent metrics are collected for each
node using the EASEA generic specification language
and platform [3, 12, 13]. At each generation, the best
and worst individuals, as well as the average and standard deviation of the population fitness are sent to the
musicalisation interface.
Individuals migration between islands is also monitored. Although this information is not used right now,
it will be used in the next version as meta-events to
be superimposed over music, such as the sound of
rain drops or ambient soundscape by using granular synthesis depending on the intensity of individual
migration.
In real orchestras, a major problem to solve is
the synchronization of individual independent players.
Here, the same problem arises with distributed realtime monitoring of islands (music players): the time
unit for each node is the duration of a generation,
which can vary, depending on the problem to be optimised, the parameter settings, and the computational
power of the node.
The solution in music orchestras, is to have a conductor to synchronize all musicians. Beyond synchronization, the conductor also gives interpretation indications to each musician or to each group of musicians.
However, because MusEAc is a monitoring tool, we
do not want to synchronize islands: we are interested
in highlighting the difference between islands in order
to provide the user with information on the execution of the complex computing ecosystem. Therefore,
the systems runs in an opposite way to a standard
orchestra.
Whereas in standard orchestras, musicians play
the music and the conductor coordinates the musicians, in MusEAc, the central node (equivalent of the
conductor) plays the music of all islands, using the
information they periodically send him to interpret
their individual scores.
The conductor is the player who follows the musicians’ directions. . .
The notion of interpretation is implemented as a
probability to insert alterations in the score.
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Fig. 1 The first line is the
reference (midi file), and the
second a possible restitution
by a “musician” island.
Green notes are identical to
the reference while red ones
correspond to local
distortions

2.4 Evaluation of Nodes States and Resulting Audio
Distortion
The rating system is based on a progress measurement
of each island based on the variation of the fitness of
the best and worst individuals of their population as
well as on the average and standard deviation (Fig. 1).
The user determines what the system should highlight. Table 1 shows a simple scheme. When minimizing the fitness:
1. the best rating (1) is given to an island when the
best, worst and average fitness are decreasing and
when the evolution of the standard deviation of the
population is positive or null (a decreasing standard deviation would indicate that the population
of an island is loosing diversity, which is never
desirable).
2. The second best rating is for an island where only
the best fitness is decreasing and the variation of
the standard deviation of the population is positive
or null.
3. The third rating is for an island whose best individual fitness is decreasing, irrespective of the
variations of the other indicators.
These ratings are simplistic. More refined ratings
can be tested, depending on the relative behaviour
of an island compared with others, and including the

Table 1 Individual island progress rating when minimizing the
fitness function
Best

Worst

Average

Stdev

Rating




-


-


-

=
=
-

1
2
3
4

dynamics of the system, for instance: in the first generations, the fitness of the best individual will decrease
rapidly but this process will slow down along with the
generations. After a while, it is possible that the best
fitness remains constant for several generations before
an island finds a better solution.
Suppose that we are in a state of the evolutionary
process where it takes in average around 5 generations for an island to find an improvement. Suppose
also that among all the different islands of the complex
computational ecosystem, the population of one island
has prematurely converged into a local optimum. This
island will probably not find a better solution within
the average 5 generations. It will probably still be
stuck in its local optimum after 20 or 30 generations.
A more evolved rating could therefore be based
on outlier detections [25]. A simple way to do this
is for instance to compute g, the current average of
generations needed for the n island of the complex
computational ecosystem to make an improvement
as well as σ , the standard deviation. The way σ is
computed means that typically:
95 % of the islands are within


σ
σ
g − 1.96 √ , g + 1.96 √
n
n

(1)

This means that if an island has not found a new
σ
best individual in g + 1.96 √ generations, it is very
n
probably in trouble. Increasing its rating would mean
that MusEAc would play its score with many distortions. This would warn the user that something is
happening and his intervention is needed (modification of the selection rate or migration rate, for instance,
to allow for more exploration or less local convergence
or even, restart the island).
The more islands in this case, the more the music
becomes distorted (see examples below).
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Table 2 Parameters for all EASEA islands of the MusEAc
experiments
Parameter
Nb of generations
Population size
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Surviving parents
Surviving offspring
Elitism
Elite

50
2048
1
0.3
100 %
100 %
Strong
1

2.5 Implementation
MusEAc uses the ratings as a probability to distort the
music played by a node.
The nodes are connected using the TCP/IP protocol to the MusEAc server that is written in C++.
When using MIDI files, the reference midi events
and local distortions are sent as MIDI notes or events
to fluidsynth, a high quality midi restitution server
on linux. Fluidsynth’s restitution is obtained with
the help of sound libraries, in the soundfont format.
This gives the possibility to use a large collection of
instruments. The ones shipped by default are used
(FluidR3 GM.sf2).
When mp3 files are used, the result of the notation
of each node is sent to a server written in SuperCollider3 , a language for real-time audio synthesis and
manipulation, which deals with the mp3 playback and
adds distortion filters accordingly to the ratings. The
result is output to JACK, a low-latency, high fidelity
audio driver for linux.

The result of the sound distortion can be experienced on videos available on the YouTube links given
below.
Figure 3 displays a musicalisation of the optimisation of the Weierstrass function on one island
only, using Rachmaninov’s second piano concerto4 . The video can be viewed at http://youtu.be/
4mSws3HSav8. Figure 4 gives a visual image of the
distortions using a piano roll display.
Figure 5 displays the same Weierstrass minimization experiment on 4 islands, still with Rachmaninov’s
second piano concerto. The video can be viewed at
http://youtu.be/nfHiWt42SWk.
Figure 6 displays the same Weierstrass experiment
on one node with a distortion of the mp3 file of
Vivaldi’s summer5 . The video can be viewed at http://
youtu.be/K1-YPsP7gWg.
Music pieces for the experiments have been selected because they are rather well known, and there is no
running licenses or copyrights on them. The second
piano concerto of Rachmaninov was chosen because
of its relatively low timbral complexity as opposed to
full-fledged orchestra pieces. The idea is that the operator chooses music that he is familiar with, in order to
easily detect misbehaviour. Through some habituation
and recurring playlists, one should become able to use
this musicalisation with satisfactory results.
The intensities of the local distortions should be
parameterizable, to adapt to the user taste and sensitivity. At the moment, no studies on the optimal
values of intensity were performed. The detection of
the changes are somehow difficult to quantify, giving
that this type of monitoring system is unconventionnal. This requires a more in-depth psycho-acoustic
study. This point will be addressed in the future, based
on a user study [26].

2.6 Experimental Analysis
2.7 Discussion and Future Developments of MusEAc
Experiments have been performed using the Weierstrass function embedded in the EASEA package with default values and the parameters shown
in Table 2.
Figure 2 shows the minimisation of the Weierstrass
function, and the resulting notation over 100 generations on a single island running on an intel core I7
860.

3 http://supercollider.github.io/

Scalability is one of the strong advantages of this
algorithm, as it considers many islands in a dynamic
4 https://github.com/EASEA/EASEAudioMonitor/blob/master/
Test and demo/midi/con2-cm.mid Use VLC to play the file, as
it also use Fluidsynth.
5 The mp3 file used in these experiments can be found at http://
freemusicarchive.org/music/John Harrison with the Wichita
State University Chamber Players/The Four Seasons Vivaldi/
04 - Vivaldi Summer mvt 1 Allegro non molto - John
Harrison violin
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Fig. 2 Rating of the
minimisation of the
Weierstrass function on a
single island

way. When the proportion of erratic islands increases, the resulting music becomes fuzzier and more
dissonant.
However, as said earlier, the output of the system is conditionned by the rating methodology. It is
open to research aimed at finding out what kind of
rating provides a musicalisation that allows detecting

interesting behaviour using only generic and problem
independent data.
Additionally, the presented approach only
altered existing music pieces. Future developments will let MusEAc also generate rule-based
music, based for instance on Ligeti’s harmonies
and micropolyphonies [21] or on Xenakis’s musical

Fig. 3 Example of a musicalisation on one node playing a midi file of Rachmaninov’s second piano concerto, while minimizing the
weierstrass test function. The distortion starts to be noticeable from generation 24 to the end
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Fig. 4 Piano roll figure on the example of Fig. 10: generations 55 and 56 (top) and zoom on a part of generation 56
(bottom). The top roll is the reference, the MIDI file, and the
bottom one corresponds to the generated piece. The additive

local distortions are visible in red: some notes are added a
transposed duplicate of 1.5 tone up. This figure was generated
with the open source MIDI sequencer Rosegarden (http://www.
rosegardenmusic.com)

transcription of physics formula and game theory
[27]. In future versions, MusEAc will be able to
use such structural rules to compose music out of
the outputs of many islands optimizing a common
problem.

3 GridVis : Interactive Matrix Visualisation
In this section, the focus is set on a complementary
monitoring approach, more precise, a posteriori and
visual based.

Fig. 5 Example of a musicalisation on four nodes playing a midi file of Rachmaninov’s second piano concerto, while minimizing the
weierstrass test function. The distortion starts to be noticeable from generation 22 to the end
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Fig. 6 Example of a musicalisation on one node playing a mp3 of Vivaldi’s summer, while minimizing the weierstrass test function.
The distortion starts to be noticeable from generation 31 to the end

3.1 Background

–

3.1.1 Visualising Evolutionary Algorithms

–

Visualising Evolutionary Algorithms is a complex
question, since many different scales and many different objects evolve in parallel and need to be visualised to ensure an efficient monitoring. Existing tools
fall into two major groups: a) off-line tools or postmortem analysis, which try to give an image as precise
as possible of all the phenomena which occured during one or several runs [28–31, 31–33], and b) on-line
tools, which are usually less complex as they monitor what is currently happening during a run [34–38].
Accurate EA visualisation should support following
levels [30, 39–41] which cover the different relevant
scales:
–

–

Individual level: for visualising a single solution
to the problem, including both genome and phenotype. Problem dependence of visualisations is
an open issue at this level.
Population level: for displaying statistics, measurements of convergence, loss of diversity, and
lineages of solutions.

Process level: for highlighting effects of genetic
operators and other parameter settings
Output: for visualising results, which raises some
important questions as well, particularly in nonstandard EAs like multi-objective or cooperativecoevolution EAs.

3.1.2 Visualising Parallel and Multi-population EAs
This topic is explored only to a limited extend in
the literature so far. For instance, Pohlheim [9] succinctely presents some tools to visualise sub populations and migration effects as 2D coloured plot
diagrams.
Stakes in visualising generic parallel processes
are depicted in particular in [42–44]. Morrow and
Ghosh 43 underlines the importance of monitoring
asynchronous, distributed algorithms on multiple processors for detecting inconsistencies in the algorithms,
to get performance parameters and to develop a conceptual understanding of the algorithm’s behaviour.
Morrow and Gosh also highlight the computational
cost of such a visualisation system if used on-line.
Brown et al. [44] report on dynamic visualisations of
parallel algorithms for a specific architecture (torus
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computers), based on a language for encoding optimisation algorithms.
This topic is tightly bound with a broader related
research topic: program visualisation. Price et al.
[45], for instance, reports a survey (until 1993) and
proposed a taxonomy of program visualisation tools
(visualisations for performance tuning, debugging,
teaching or understanding the behaviour of programs).
A more recent survey of 18 different algorithm visualisation systems [46] focuses on their use in education.
It seems clear that the use of a description language
makes visualisations less dependent from architecture.
3.2 GridVis Features
GridVis is a visualization tool, implemented in Java,
to monitor how islands communicate: Which machines
do exchange individuals? When and how much individuals are exchanged? How fit are they? Which
machines are the central ones? Are there clusters of
exchange?
GridVis has been based on the EASEA language described in annex. It gives access to two
low levels : the subpopulation level, with a matrix
display of the islands structure, and the individual level, with a set of detailed views that
show various informations about individuals that are
exchanged.
To visualize the cluster and exchanges between
machines, GridVis uses an adjacency matrix representation (Fig. 7a). In an adjacency matrix, each
computer appears twice, once as row and once as
column. Cells in the matrix show information about
the exchange between computers during the evolution phase, for example, the amount of individuals exchanged (from row to column). Similar to
what is depicted in heat maps [47], exchanges are
mapped to darkness. Darker cells indicate a higher
exchange rate.
Adjacency matrices can show a much larger number
of links between islands (exchanges between clusters)
than common representations using points and
lines [48]. Recent research in matrix visualizations
yielded various techniques [49, 50], but exploring heavy changes in connection weight is still an
open issue.
While matrix visualizations have recently been
applied to dynamic networks [29, 30], heatmap visualisations have been used for many different pur-
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poses. For the visualization of evolutionary algorithms, they have been used, for instance for facilitating the exploration and interpretation of Pareto fronts
[51]. We chose a representation as an adjacency matrix
for the following reasons:
–

–

–

Visual simplicity: Brightness and colour perception is pre-attentive for the person in charge
of monitoring, ie. the information is processed
through unconscious accumulation of information from the environment. Moreover, clusters of
islands with high exchange rates become visible if
used with a proper ordering for rows and columns.
Visual encoding: Study results by Alper et al.
[52] further suggest that matrices cells are more
efficient in encoding information visually, than
links in a usual graph representation. Still for very
small cells, patterns in the matrix remain visible
(Fig. 8b).
Scalability: Matrices are well suited for visualising large networks (typical clusters contain about
100 machines) and with many relations between
machines (individuals are potentially exchanged
between all machines) [53].

Figure 7 shows the GridVis display for a grid of
20 machines (or islands). The number of individuals sent during a time interval [tMI N , tMAX ] from
machine i to machine j is given by the grey level of
cell (i, j ) (white corresponds to no exchange, black
is the highest count in the current dataset). Machines
are identified by their names on row and columns.
The time interval [tMI N , tMAX ], which determines the
exchanges to be shown in the matrix, can be dynamically modified using sliders: independently for tMI N
(Fig. 7b) and tMAX (Fig. 7c,d) and as a sliding interval using the bottom bar (Fig. 7e). Numerical values
(in ms for the time) are given in the white frame above
the heat map. The following options can be activated
on demand, using the buttons in Fig. 7b:
–

Row and column reordering: Rows and columns
can be ordered in the following ways: (i) lexical, (ii) temporal, or (iii) by similarity of activity. Lexical reordering orders rows and columns
according to the name of machines. Figure 8a
illustrates a lexical reordering that shows clusters of machines (blocks of cells at the matrix
diagonal). This means that algorithm choses
machines for exchanging individuals, based on the
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Fig. 7 GridVis Interface visualisation of a grid with 20 machines, using an adjacency matrix representation a. User control is provided
by b buttons to change the matrix row and column order, as well as the shown time interval c, d, e

Fig. 8 Examples for row and column reordering strategies in
GridVis. a Lexical reordering: Here, individuals are almost
exclusively exchanged between machines of similar names.
b Temporal Reordering: Here, after a period of exchange
between a group of machines (upper-left grey block), some

machines worked alone at different times (cells appearing as
vertical bars). This effect is due to the grid middelware (gLite)
for which the choice of number of islands is controlled but not
their synchronisation
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machine’s name; machines of the first cluster had
very different names from those of the second
(worker snf XXXX and worker wnXX). Temporal
reordering sorts the machines according to when
the first individual was sent (Fig. 8b). Similarity ordering tries to optimize the linear ordering
of rows and columns so that machines with similar connections are placed close to one another.
Our optimisation method uses a Travelling Salesman resolver [54] taking the number of exchanged
individuals to the same machines as similarity
metric.
Zoom: Individual machines can be selected to get
a focussed view, which shows the machines of
interest only, while using the entire space in the
matrix.
Grey level rescaling: each cell has a grey value
computed by interpolation between 0 and the
maximal number of individuals exchanged in the
current time interval. The grey values are dynamically rescaled when the time interval is changed.
The “global view” button cancels this rescaling so
that grey levels correspond to the absolute global
count of each cell.
Colour representation: Cell colouring can be
changed so that colour intensity still represents
the number of individuals exchanged, but a colour
scale from blue via purple and beige to orange
(time coloring) represents the time at which the
first individual has been exchanged (tM I N is blue
and tM AX is orange) (Fig. 11a). Alternately, the
fitness of the exchanged individuals can be shown
as a colour ranging from yellow (low fitness)
via orange to red (high fitness) (value encoding). For each machine we indicate the average
best fitness in the considered time interval on the
matrix diagonal using that same colour encoding
(Fig. 11b).

Detailed views on the exchanges between each pair
of machines are available by clicking on the corresponding cell in the matrix. Timelines as shown in
Fig. 9 indicate when individuals (bars) have been
exchanged in the considered time interval and how fit
they have been (colour and length of bars, encoded
redundantly). For example, machine j in Figure
(shown as the user clicks a matrix cell) received
during three periods, separated by interruptions. At
the beginning of each period, many individuals with

Fig. 9 Detailed views representing individuals exchanged
between two machines, i and j , over time (horizontal bar). Each
vertical bar represents an individual, its position on the black
horizontal line corresponds to when he was exchanged, received
or sent, between tM I N and tM AX. The colours and widths of
the bars corresponds to fitness value (long and red is high, short
and green is low)

high fitness are exchanged (red bars). Then fitness
decreases rapidly (the aim is a minimisation of the fitness function). Each period corresponds to the start
of a new block of machines. It is obvious that after a
while the fitness of exchanged individuals rapidly tend
to reach the best so far global fitness.
Likewise, clicking a machine’s label in the matrix
columns, shows the same chart indicating when and
how much individuals the machine received from the
grid (Fig. 9c). Clicking a machine’s name on a row
shows what it sent (Fig. 9b).
3.3 Experimental Analysis
Experiments with MusEAc (cf. Section 2.6), i.e. were
run using EASEA [55]. The test case aims at minimising a Weierstrass test function with 10 variables.
GridVis has also been used with EASEA to analyse
two sets of experiments:
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Table 3 Parameters for EASEA-Grid

3.4 Results

Parameter

20-Islands

100-Islands

Nb of generations
Population size
Crossover probability
Mutation probability
Surviving parents
Surviving offspring
Elitism
Elite

1000
2048
0.8
0.3
100 %
100 %
Strong
1

500
512
0.8
0.3
100 %
100 %
Strong
1

1. EASEA-Grid experiments, performed on the Complex Systems Virtual Organization of the European Grid Infrastructure (EGI). Experiments have
been performed with 20 and 100 islands. Parameters are given in Table 3.
2. EASEA-Cluster experiments, performed on a 24core machine. In this experiment 15 specialized
islands (Exploitation, Exploration and Storage
Islands) have been used, according to [56]. Table 4
displays the parameters of each type of island.
For each island, connection events have been
logged (timestamp, source, destination, individual to
be transmitted and its fitness) for each sent/received
individual throughout the execution. At the end of
each experiment, log-files were collected and grouped
in a single file to be displayed by GridVis.

The EASEA-Grid experiments have been used to generate Figs. 7 to 9, where de-synchronisation effects
have been made evident using a temporal reordering in
Fig. 8b. A temporal reordering displays both lines and
colums according to the activation time of the islands
(i.e. when the algorithm was started on the island).
This reordering reveals clusters of machines (rectangular grey groups of cells centered on the diagonal
of the matrix). An interactive exploration has shown
that each cluster corresponds to a different time interval, this is due to a de-synchronisation of the grid
middleware (gLite6 ): exchanges with machines that
were not running at the same time interval were thus
impossible.
A second set of experiments has been conducted,
and is analysed below. A first global view has been
generated for EASEA-cluster on Fig. 10. Machines
2930 to 2939 are exploring, machines 2940 to 2943
are exploiting, and a single storing machine is used
(number 2944).
A temporal reordering shows the three clusters
(Fig. 11a), and colour time and colour fitness views
(Fig. 11a and b) make the different roles of machines
types clear.
The following exchange rules have been used:
–
–
–

Table 4 Parameters for EASEA-Grid
Island type
Parameter

Exploring

Exploiting

Storing

Nb of islands
Nb of generations
Population size
Mutation probability
Crossover probability
Surviving parents
Surviving offspring
Elitism
Elite

10
70
40
0.8
0.8
100 %
100 %
Weak
0

4
70
40
0.7
0.7
100 %
100 %
Strong
1

1
70
40
0.3
0.3
100 %
100 %
Strong
1

(a) Exploring machines send their individuals to
every machine except the storing machine.
(b) Exploiting machines send their individuals to
every machine except the exploring machines.
(c) The storing machine receives individuals but
does not send any individuals.

Figure 11a shows a large cluster of machines (the
10 exploring machines), related by blue cells. They
communicate together efficiently. The smaller cluster
of exploiting machines is coloured in brown, which
makes evident that exploiting machines have been
started after exploring machines. Figure 11b then
shows that higher fitness individuals are exchanged in
the small cluster of exploiting machines (darker cells),
which is coherent with the respective role of exploring
and exploiting machines.

6 http://grid-deployment.web.cern.ch/grid-deployment/
glite-web/
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Fig. 10 EASEA-cluster
experiment: global view for
the 15 machines

Fig. 11 EASEA-cluster experiment results. Rows and columns are ordered according to time
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decrease their fitness quickly at the beginning of the
evolution and then stagnate (Fig. 12a), while exploiting machines improve their solutions later (Fig. 12b
and c). This fact can be verified on a view visualizing
the end of the run (Fig. 13): individuals that were sent
by exploring machines are coloured in red (indicating
low performance) while better individuals are manipulated by the exploitation cluster. The role of the storing
island is to collect best results, it thus only receives
dark yellow coloured individuals.
3.5 Discussion and Future Developments of GridVis

Fig. 12 EASEA-cluster experiments: Individuals sent by an
exploiting machine a, sent b and received c by an exploring
machine

Now, let us examine the content of exchanges: as
a machine always sends its best individual, the fitness of this individual is an instantaneous image of the
state of the corresponding island. Exploring machines

Fig. 13 EASEA-cluster
experiments: Zoom on
fitness information about
the exchanges. Yellow areas
correspond to better fitness
(minimisation aim)

GridVis is currently working off-line, using activity
files collected at each island, and then gathered into
a single file before running the visualisation. Examples provided above show the variety of views that
can be generated. It has been proved useful for the
understanding of the exchange of indivi duals in a grid
or on a cluster of machines, runnig an island-based
model. The activity of the machine is monitored and
the time and quality of the exchanges are easily visualized. The kind of representation that GridVis offers
helps the user with characterising a good launch of the
computation of Evolutionary Algorithms on the grid,
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thus facilitates parameters tuning and design of island
exchange rules.
Future work will consider the development of GridVis for dynamic visusalisation, allowing on-line monitoring and parameter adjustments during execution.
GridVis will be integrated into a multilevel visualisation system associated to a development framework
based on EASEA for intensive computation purpose
(within the EASEA-Cloud Emergence project).

4 Conclusions and Future Works
In this work, we present two components of a future
multiscale visualisation tool for monitoring complex computational ecosystems dedicated to the distributed computation of evolutionary algorithms following the island model. These systems can be grids,
clouds, or clusters of machines or a combination
of them.
The MusEAc system, as a real-time monitoring
tool, yield a high level viewpoint on the behaviour EA
computational ecosystems. Its goal is to aid the user
and relieve him from the tedious and error prone task
of monitoring runtime graphs for each single node of a
complex computational ecosystem and to make it possible to efficiently supervise such large systems during
longer period of time. The current proposed approach
consists in performing alteration of music tracks for
reflecting the state of the system being monitored.
Should the search space exploration experience suboptimal behaviours, the sound is altered in correlation
with the observed deviation of the metrics provided
by the EA platform, such as the evolution of the fitness function for instance. In the future, MusEAc is
expected to be able to compose music using some
structural rules from modern composers such as Ligeti
or Xenakis.
MusEAc brings on its own a major improvement
to the EASEA platform, since it enables to monitor,
and if necessary to perform required reconfiguration
during the runtime of the distributed computation of
evolutionary algorithms. It thus represents an important step toward the diffusion of EASEA, which is
currently mainly used by lecturers, PhD students,
post-docs and experienced EA specialists, to a broader
audience.
GridVis is a post-processing tool for tracking the
evolution of the population of potential solutions in
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the search space. It enables to visualise the dynamics of exchanges of individuals between islands, as
well as the progress in the fitness of the resulting population. In particular, the efficient progress
of specific processes such as Explore, Exploit and
Store can be controlled. Anomalies can be efficiently identified by the supervisor and parameters
of the EA computational ecosystem can be corrected
and tuned.
In its current version, GridVis also brings a radical
improvement to the EASEA platform, since it enables
its control through a user friendly graphical interface.
However, GridVis only supports for the moment monitoring after each run, and does not enable the user to
act quickly if the computation is not performed by the
ecosystem as expected.
MusEAc and GridVis open new perspectives for
multiscale monitoring of complex computational
ecosystems, where following each individual nodes is
beyond the ability of a system administrator. A combination of audio and visual on-line monitoring may
actually be a convenient and original solution. Visual
monitoring, like the future on-line version of GridVis,
may be reserved to the accurate inspection of the system once an undesired behaviour of the optimisation
process has been detected. Note that this scheme raises
open reseach questions related to the simultaneaous
use, coherence and fluid switching between visual
and audio monitoring components. Whereas off-line
reconfiguration based on GridVis are now well understood, the expressiveness of MusEAc, in particular
by exploiting generative music to notify the characteristics of an ongoing EA run, is still in its infancy.
Efficiently conveying the meaning of produced sounds
beyond the standard EA metrics exposed in this
work and supporting matching rapid reconfiguration mechanisms have the ability to bring orders
of magnitudes in the efficiency of EA monitoring
processes.

ANNEX : EASEA (EAsy Specification
of Evolutionary Algorithms)
EASEA [56, 57] was initially designed to assist
users in producing an evolutionary algorithm from
a given problem description. It is based on a C-like
language that contains code for the genetic operators
(crossover, mutation, initialisation and evaluation) and
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the genome structure. These functions are written in
a dedicated description file, the .ez file. Out of them,
EASEA generates a complete evolutionary algorithm
with potential parallelisation of evaluation over GPGPUs [58], or over a cluster of heterogeneous machines,
in the case of an island model. The generated source
file for the evolutionary algorithm is user-readable.
It can be used as-is, or as a primer, to be manually
extended by an expert programmer.
The island model is a popular way to parallelise
evolutionary algorithms [59], because it often results
in important speedup. In a cluster of computers, every
node, which can be seen as an island, runs a complete
evolutionary algorithm. A migration mechanism periodically allows exporting some individuals to the other
nodes. EASEA implements islands using:
–

–

exchanges between nodes. These exchanges are
limited by the migration interval, i.e. the migration of one individual every n generations, and
the migration size, the number of individuals that
migrate. This protocol sets up a very lightweight
asynchronous communication.
a loosely connected model that is based on UDP
(User Datagram Protocol)7 , which allows parallelising over neighbour or distant machines (cluster or grid computing).

Extensions of EASEA to grid and cloud computing
are currently under development through the EASEACloud project8 .
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